
Cambridge University Amateur Dramatic Club
Minutes, 28.04.24, 2:00pm, ADC Larkum Studio

1. Attendance

Present: Emma Dinnage, Gemma Stapleton, Katie Stapleton, Em Sparkes, 
Charlotte Conybeare, Emma Chandler, Angus Cha, Kate Austin, Ruby Iverson, 
Connor Nainthy, Nadia Hussein, Robert Woodland, Amber Heal, Harriet Regan, 
Irisa, Jessi Rogers 

Absent with apologies: Alice Roberts

2. Minutes and Matters Arising

Debate: Jeans or no jeans for big bash 

General celebration that the stage is signed off for Epicoene before the meeting 
has even started!

3. Show Reports

Ed Fringe AH- SPAT report requested, their next step is accommodation. 
Recommendation from ES (supported by IK and ED) that they look into university 
halls accommodation 

NH and HR arrive. 

Camden Fringe AH:

Heart of a dog - CN is working on ensuring all team members are CUADC 
members. 

Margery Kempe - Planning to support them to get a go fund me page to help fill 
the rest of their budget to add to the funding from CUADC

Salome CN- Most of the show is blocked, choreo still to go. Publicity is starting to 
have a bigger push so hopefully this will improve ticket sales. Set is planned, 
costumes going well. Ongoing work trying to get the corpus microphone working. 
AC volunteers to help with this.

Still Life GS- Rehearsals happening. Generally positive from the group chats. 



Oedipus ED- Some school groups are coming. Happy with rehearsals. There is 
discussion about some charity donations. Education packs are being made. CN 
says this show is very rare and very exciting as only about 3 people are not yet 
members!

Panto KA- Has already sold tickets! Has recruited a central tech and production 
team successfully. 

4. Garden party RI

Pretty much confirmed for the college in question. Signed off by head porter etc. 
16th June is the current date. We may need to sign extra paperwork for the BBQ 
on the day. Discussion about cross contamination with veggie food, and making 
sure this all works. RI has looked at the suggestions for entertainment for last 
year such as bouncy castle, prop and spoon race. We are allowed to play music, 
and there is a contingency indoor area. 

5. Easter socials RI

Finalist dinner with pizza pasta wine and tiramisu. Depending on take up from 
finalists this could be opened up to more people. Bringing the quiz for the same 
day in the ADC to be for a wider audience. 

6. AOB

Committee bios

ES and HR are doing pitching next weekend. 

Freshers plays have been accepted and rights applied for. CUMTS keeping their 
ADC late show slot 

CC and GS discuss having a funding meeting for panto (after Carrie is done)

Pitching workshop on Tuesday at 4pm in the ADC Bar

Welfare training on Monday at 5:45 in Churchill

Committee next week is planned at half 3 on SATURDAY 4th to avoid C Sunday    

Meeting adjourned at: 14:42


